2022-09-21
Note: For specific questions about the new stanza listed below, please contact Frost and Sullivan support directly.

In order to provide access to resources that use https, your EZproxy server must be configured with an SSL certificate.

```plaintext
#This stanza below should not be in the production Database Stanzas website - but is needed for legacy link management.
T -hide Frost old
U http://www.frost.com
HJ www.frost.com
Find e.href = "http:"+e.href.substr(6)
Replace e.href = "http://^pwww.frost.com^/"; + e.pathname + e.search

AnonymousURL +https://memberchatbotapi.frost.com/*
AnonymousURL +https://membercoreapi.frost.com/*
AnonymousURL +https://memberkehtml.frost.com/*
AnonymousURL +https://memberkereredirect.frost.com/*
AnonymousURL +https://membermasterapi.frost.com/*
AnonymousURL +https://memberportalapi.frost.com/*
AnonymousURL +https://memberscenarioapisamplingapi.frost.com/*
AnonymousURL +https://memberssoapi.frost.com/*
AnonymousURL +https://membervalidapi.frost.com/*
Title Frost & Sullivan (Member Portal) (updated 20220921)
HTTPMethod PUT
HTTPRequest -request -process assetid
HTTPRequest -request -process Authorization
HTTPRequest -request -process AuthorizationId
HTTPRequest -request -process emailid
HTTPRequest -request -process euid
HTTPRequest -request -process filename
HTTPRequest -request -process filter
HTTPRequest -request -process firstname
HTTPRequest -request -process genericUser
HTTPRequest -request -process If-None-Match
HTTPRequest -request -process jobcode
HTTPRequest -request -process lastname
HTTPRequest -request -process loginas
HTTPRequest -request -process mode
HTTPRequest -request -process newSystemTimeResult
HTTPRequest -request -process otp
HTTPRequest -request -process pageno
HTTPRequest -request -process pagesize
HTTPRequest -request -process resultstartfrom
HTTPRequest -request -process sessionid
HTTPRequest -request -process source
```
HTTPHeader -request -process subid
HTTPHeader -request -process subscriptionid
HTTPHeader -request -process tenantenterpriseuser
HTTPHeader -request -process tenantenterpriseuserid
HTTPHeader -request -process tenantenterpriseuseridguid
HTTPHeader -request -process tenantenterpriseuseruuid
HTTPHeader -request -process tenantuserid
HTTPHeader -request -process teuserid
HTTPHeader -request -process teuuid
HTTPHeader -request -process totalnumofrecordsdisplayed
HTTPHeader -request -process tourkey
HTTPHeader -request -process type
HTTPHeader -request -process userid
MimeFilter text/html .* javascript
URL https://member.frost.com
HJ https://www.frost.com
HJ www.frost.com
HJ https://research.frost.com
HJ research.frost.com
HJ https://memberchatbotapi.frost.com
HJ memberchatbotapi.frost.com
HJ https://membercoreapi.frost.com
HJ membercoreapi.frost.com
HJ https://memberkehtml.frost.com
HJ memberkehtml.frost.com
HJ memberkeredirect.frost.com
HJ https://memberkeredirect.frost.com
HJ membermasterapi.frost.com
HJ https://membermasterapi.frost.com
HJ https://memberportalapi.frost.com
HJ memberportalapi.frost.com
HJ https://memberscenariomodelingapi.frost.com
HJ memberscenariomodelingapi.frost.com
HJ https://memberssoapi.frost.com
HJ memberssoapi.frost.com
HJ https://membervadapi.frost.com
HJ membervadapi.frost.com
DJ frost.com
NeverProxy wwwcdn.frost.com
Find e.href = "https:"+e.href.substr(6)
Replace e.href = "https://^smember.frost.com^/"; + e.pathname + e.search
AnonymousURL -*

Caution: The following stanza is needed if using old URLs.

In order to provide access to resources that use https, your EZproxy server must be configured with an SSL certificate.
A Hosted EZproxy Include File is available for this resource. Hosted EZproxy customers will receive automatic updates with OCLC’s latest version of this stanza. Note: Hosted EZproxy customers in the Americas using self-service may reference the Include File by adding the following line to config.txt:

```
IncludeFile databases/frost.txt
```